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The first Plan B collection showcases a wide variety of plans gone sideways — private eyes
getting stuck on cases they really don’t want to take, petty criminals getting in over their
heads, law enforcement professionals on the wrong side of the bars, and upstanding citizens
finding themselves to be not so law-abiding after all. These stories are as varied as they are
excellent — there are light-hearted tales to make you smile, literary pieces that challenge the
definition of crime writing, and realistic portraits of difficult and disturbing decisions. Whatever
your tastes, I’m sure you’ll find something to enjoy here and maybe something to surprise
you.
Wist je dat zandbijen experts zijn in graven? En koekoeksbijen hun eitje in het nest van een
andere bij leggen? Lees van alles over soorten bijen, hoe ze leven en hun rol bij de bestuiving.
En wat je zelf kunt doen! Met doetips en grote kleurrijke illustraties van 40 tekenaars. Vanaf ca.
9 t/m 12 jaar.
A hilarious tragicomedy from New Girl and SNL writer David Iserson! Being Astrid Krieger is
absolutely all it's cracked up to be. She lives in a rocket ship in the backyard of her parents'
estate. She was kicked out of the elite Bristol Academy and she's intent on her own special
kind of revenge to whomever betrayed her. She only loves her grandfather, an incredibly rich
politician who makes his money building nuclear warheads. It's all good until... "We think you
should go to the public school," Dad said. This was just a horrible, mean thing to say. Just
hearing the words "public school" out loud made my mouth taste like urine (which, not
coincidentally, is exactly how the public school smells). Will Astrid finally meet her match in the
form of public school? Will she find out who betrayed her and got her expelled from Bristol? Is
Noah, the sweet and awkward boy she just met, hiding something?
The Projects: Life and Times in Marble Hill brings to life the detailed story of author Tony Licchi
Jr.'s youth in this Bronx neighborhood during the fifties and sixties. Sharing events both large
and small, it's a story filled with long-lasting friendships and relationships. This memoir narrates
stories about the people, places, and events in the Marble Hill projects from the age of seven
until he married and left home. Licchi describes the pushcart man outside of school selling
jellied apples on a stick and shaved ice in a cup; the seltzer man delivering seltzer bottles with
chocolate syrup; and the games the children played such as Johnny on the pony, hide-andseek, and ring-a-leeveo. Setting his experiences against the backdrop of the times while
referencing current and historical events, and music and popular culture, The Projects: Life and
Times in Marble Hill represents a unique period in Licchi's life. It encompasses both happy and
sad experiences and brings forth nostalgic memories of a first date, the first kiss, dances, and
fun times in the good old days.
God is blessing many churches today with exponential growth and great opportunity for
ministry in their community. However, many churches have inadequate facilities or feel the
crunch of overcrowding and are without the immediate resources for expansion. This book,
written from someone with the heart for the church and who had the joy of seeing his own
congregation give in excess of $250 million over 30 years, will equip a church of any size with
the knowledge to conduct—from beginning to end—a full capital campaign.
Rodeo weekend is the start of the summer for the entire town of Riggins, Idaho. On a girl’s
night out, Lizzie Hudson finds herself comparing her life as a single mom with her best friend's
successful career when James Sullivan, the cowboy who got away, walks his Justin Ropers
back into her life. Seeing him shakes Lizzie's world but James is in for an even more eventful
weekend: he learns he has a son. James has enough on his plate trying to manage his
brother's bull riding career. Can he learn to redefine family and become part of Lizzie's life
before she gives up on him and marries another? Lizzie wants to keep her life just the way it is,
thank you. The problems you know are less scary than the problems you don’t. But she must
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decide if safety and certainty are worth giving up for a chance at love. Sensuality Level: Behind
closed doors
With her eagerly awaited second novel, Tawni O'Dell takes readers back to the coal-mining
country of western Pennsylvania. Set in a town ravaged and haunted by a mine explosion that
took the lives of 96 men, Coal Run explores the life of local deputy and erstwhile football
legend, "The Great Ivan Z.," as he prepares for a former teammate's imminent release from
prison. As the week unfolds and Ivan struggles to confront his demons, he reveals himself to
be a man whose conscience is burdened by a long-held and shocking secret.
Characterizes excessive sports watching as an addiction, identifies the ways in which this
obsession can compromise relationships, and shows couples how to overcome the sports
barrier
**THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER** 'I don't think I've ever read a book that has made me
cry with laughter as much as this one. It was very difficult reading it in public as I looked like a
madman' - Richard Herring James Acaster has been nominated for the Edinburgh Comedy
Award five times and has appeared on prime-time TV shows like TASKMASTER, MOCK THE
WEEK, LIVE AT THE APOLLO and WOULD I LIE TO YOU? But behind the fame and critical
acclaim is a man perpetually getting into trouble. Whether it's disappointing a skydiving
instructor mid-flight, hiding from thugs in a bush wearing a bright red dress, or annoying the
Kettering Board Games club, a didgeridoo-playing conspiracy theorist and some bemused
Christians, James is always finding new ways to embarrass himself. Appearing on Josh
Widdicombe's radio show to recount these stories, the feature was christened 'James Acaster's
classic scrapes'. Here, in his first book, James recounts these tales (including never-beforeheard stories) along with self-penned drawings, in all their glorious stupidity.
Vann, the gorgeous, leather-jacket-clad new bad boy in school, just set his eyes on me. I'm not
really good at making friends. That's simply a fact. I'm happy enough if I can just get through
the school day, avoid eye contact with anything that breathes, and make it home where my
family can continue ignoring my existence and I can play video games in peace. But then he
crashes into my life like a tidal wave. The hot new senior at Spruce High. The bad boy
everyone can't stop talking about. The one with the leather jacket, smoldering eyes, and cloud
of danger following him. The one called Vann. My whole life changes overnight. Now, I want
different things. I want an end to my lonesomeness. I want to stand up to the jocks who keep
pushing me around. But most importantly, I want to know what Vann's lips taste like. And why
he looks pained every time his dark eyes catch mine in class. And why he keeps paying
attention to me when the rest of the town doesn't. And why every time I open my mouth to
speak, my racing heart chokes me. I don't know what's coming for me in my last year at
Spruce High, but I sure hope I'm ready for it. REBEL AT SPRUCE HIGH follows introverted
gamer and Biggie's Bites employee Toby as he enters his senior year at Spruce High. The
arrival of a gorgeous, leather-jacket-clad new student has the whole high school abuzz with
rumors and scandal - especially when the bad boy sets his eyes on Toby. *** This story is set
in the same fictional small town as "Football Sundae", "Born Again Sinner", "Heteroflexible",
and "Wrangled". Though this is the fifth book in the series, it can be read entirely on its own.
NOTE: Rebel At Spruce High is a mature young adult coming-of-age romance full of angst,
humor, and steam. As the story deals with certain issues some teens face that may be
triggering, reader discretion is advised. For full content disclosure, please refer to the "look
inside" feature. Read all the books set in Spruce, Texas! Football Sundae Born Again Sinner
Heteroflexible Wrangled Rebel At Spruce High
Powerful. Practical. Pastoral. Pastor’s Handbook is the major expansion and revision of
beloved preacher John R. Bisagno’s previously heralded work, Letters to Timothy. Based on
his sixty years in ministry, it now includes 160 brief yet powerful chapters of practical insight for
handling real life pastoral issues—“things that might have fallen through the cracks in
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seminary.” Bisagno still mentors young pastors in his retirement and recognizes new
challenges in this profession known for its high dropout rate. Keeping that in mind, Pastor’s
Handbook adds helpful entries on such issues as “The Seeker Friendly Church,” “Solving
Worship Wars,” “Multiple Campuses,” “New Media,” and “Home Groups” as well as
“Internet Pornography,” “Biblical Inerrancy,” “The High Cost of Overnight Change,”
“Homosexuality,” “Christianity and Islam,” and more than a dozen other timely topics.
Bisagno also refreshes many of the original chapters, factoring in new world issues and his
updated survey of pastoral colleagues. In the foreword, pastor and best-selling author Rick
Warren (The Purpose-Driven Life) writes, “My prayer is that an entire new generation of
pastors and church planters will use this book to develop the necessary perspective,
convictions, character, and skills needed for ministry in the 21st century from this giant of the
20th century.”
This final installment finds Chip, now a senior at State, hoping to quarterback the football team
all the way to the Rose Bowl-and using his wholesome values to enlist the full support of a
troublesome new player.
THE WRITER'S RESPONSE teaches students not only the basics of paragraph and essay
writing—unity, coherence, and support—but also the basics of academic writing, making it a
complete source for students preparing for higher-level work. Through a variety of exercises
and extensive readings, the text teaches students to read carefully and summarize accurately,
to recognize and respond to specific points in the material they have read, to synthesize ideas
from several reading selections, and to evaluate and argue about the ideas they have found in
their reading material. Although the authors' focus is on writing about reading, they also
encourage students to use their personal experiences to develop and support their ideas. This
combination results in a text that not only imparts the fundamentals of college-level writing, but
also helps each student find his or her own voice—and discover that they do, indeed, have
something to say. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Blueprint for Strategic Advertising’s step-by-step approach takes a comprehensive and
exclusive look into the strategic use of visual, verbal, social media, integrated, and global of
advertising communication. Its deconstructive process analyzes one aspect at a time, creating
an invaluable research tool that students, professors, small business owners and
entrepreneurs will refer to, time and again. This useful guide will concentrate on how strategy
is integrated into visual and verbal ideation. Berman’s compact, content-rich guide offers
chapters detailing social media, user-centered interactive advertising, and presentation
strategy, closing with the creation of a "blueprint" to strategizing globally. Features include a
handy reference guide to powerful strategizing, an exploration of strategies for myriad media
and messaging vehicles, and an examination of the strategic implementation of the visual and
verbal union. This guide will be useful to students in advertising, marketing, and business
courses as well as advertising professionals and entrepreneurs, outside the classroom.

Jack Stoner is having a bad day. A psycho thief wants to kill him for being a
snitch, a serial killer has set him up as a murder suspect, and he's about to cross
paths with an organized crime boss, which will cause a sexy female F.B.I. Agent
to enter his life and add to his troubles. On top of all this, he's having problems
remembering he is really a cop named Jake Slater, who has been left undercover
far too long. Follow him through Nevada's glitter towns on an emotional and
action-packed tour of the dirty little secret Law Enforcement calls undercover
work.
This manual guides librarians in creating simple, affordable, ready-to-use
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activities for children, 'tweens, teens, and families, with enough material for a full
year of programs. • Month-by-month organization, with two programs per month
• Plenty of reproducibles to help librarians get DIY stations up and running in no
time • Photographs or illustrations beginning each chapter • A thematic,
annotated booklist for each chapter
"Members of the ‘Gator Nation' are going to burn the midnight oil turning these
pages because Buddy Martin will be boldly taking them where no Florida fan has
gone before." ---Tony Barnhart, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution/CBS To write
the Urban Meyer story, Buddy Martin enjoyed a vantage point rarely afforded
authors in constructing the authorized biography of the University of Florida's
high-profile coach. Martin takes the reader where no other journalist has gone
before as he reports the most intimate details about one of the nation's top
college football programs and its coach. During the show-and-tell story of the
2007 Gator season, Martin listened on the headsets in the coaching booth,
monitored Meyer's locker room speeches, conducted in-depth interviews with
assistant coaches and support personnel, ran on Florida Field with the team prior
to the Gators game against Tennessee, and gave Tim Tebow his first Heisman
Trophy quiz while having dinner together just weeks before he was named as the
winner. Urban's Way, however, is much more than a look at the 2007 season.
Martin dug deep into Meyer's background, from his growing-up days in
Ashtabula, Ohio, under the strict guidance of his father; to his tumultuous days as
a young assistant when he almost quit the profession; to the dynamics of his
close relationship with mentors Earle Bruce and Lou Holtz; to the ultimate prize
as coach of the 2006 national champion Florida Gators. Readers learn how
Meyer was encouraged by his father and his wife, Shelley, to keep going; how his
career took off at Notre Dame and then as a head coach at Bowling Green and
Utah; how the Falcons came together after their historic "Black Wednesday"; and
the impressive manner in which he championed diversity among players in Salt
Lake City. Florida fans will be surprised to discover how close Meyer came to
choosing the Notre Dame job over the one in Gainesville, despite his yearnings
as a small boy to someday coach the Fighting Irish. Through his intense
research---and talks with Urban himself---Buddy Martin provides an amazingly
detailed look into how a football coach is made. This is not simply the authorized
biography of one of college football's top coaches; Buddy Martin also gives fans
the inside scoop on the 2006 National Championship. In the chapter "The Joy of
Winning It All," players and coaches share their stories of that championship
season that produced the middle leg of the "Gator Slam," leading to the good life
on the so-called Cul de Sac of Champions, which Urban shares with Gators
basketball coach Billy Donovan. It is rare that fans get inside the head of a top
coach, but here full disclosure is offered about Urban's personal faith, his Plan to
Win, and the inner workings of the Spread offense. Readers are also treated to
Meyer's own breakdown of the national championship tape, including his Six Key
Plays of the game. Buddy Martin shines a bright light on Urban Meyer, the
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Florida Gators, and one of the top programs in the country. This is a must-have
for Florida Gator football fans and one of the most insightful books ever written
on college football.
An A-Z of Modern America is a comprehensive cultural dictionary which defines
contemporary America through its history and civilization. The book includes
entries on: key people from presidents to Babe Ruth American life, customs,
clothing and education legal, religious and governmental practices
multiculturalism, minorities and civil rights An A-Z of Modern America offers
accessible and lively definitions of over 3,000 separate items. The book is crossreferenced and thus provides associated links and cultural connections while the
appendices contain essential extra information on American institutions,
structures and traditions.
Football SundaeCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
An emotional YA romance about small town secrets, high school football, and
broken hearts. Julian Jackson has a short to-do list for his senior year at
Crenshaw County High School in Meridien, Texas: football, football, and more
football. He knows he's only got one chance to earn a college scholarship and
make it out of his small town, and keeping his head down, his grades up, and his
cleats on the field is that one chance. And then Elijah Vance walks back into his
life, throwing all of his carefully-laid plans into a tailspin. Elijah and Julian used to
be best friends, maybe even on their way to something more than just friends.
But three years ago, Elijah broke into the school to steal money from the coach's
office, and Julian was the one who turned him in. After that, Elijah and his family
disappeared without a trace. And now he's back, sitting at Julian's grandmother's
kitchen table. But time and distance haven't erased all of their feelings, and Elijah
knows that he finally has a chance to prove to Julian that he's not the same
person he was three years ago. But with secrets still growing between them and
an uncertain future barreling towards them, it may be harder to lean on each
other than they thought.
New York Times bestselling author Patricia Rice brings you her award-winning
tale of love and mystery: “Absolutely stunning... Rice gives us everything we
could want in this ‘to keep forever’—love, mystery, and adventure... Fantastic.”
Bell, Book ,and Candle Pippa Cochran flees an abusive boyfriend only to end up
working for a man everyone calls the Grim Reaper—and not just because he’s a
bestselling author of horror novels. Fame and fortune are cold comfort for Seth
Wyatt, a man whose inner demons have him living on a volatile precipice—even
before someone tries to murder him. An indefatigable caretaker, Pippa isn’t
prepared to battle both her employer and his enemies. Still, she can’t resist the
emotional pull of Seth’s damaged son or the opportunity to hide in the fortress he
calls home. Pippa’s new-found security is destroyed when she and Seth are the
victims of several near-fatal accidents. To prevent harm to those she’s come to
love, must she run again? Can Seth ask her to stay when it could mean one of
them might die? REVIEWS: The Romantic Reader: "You can always count on
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Patricia Rice for an entertaining story with just the right mix of romance, humor,
and emotion." Rendezvous: "A wickedly luscious novel filled with scintillating
dialogue, madcap characters, and a premise that shows what true romance is all
about. With her superb talent, Ms. Rice pens remarkable tales that come across
the pages in whatever genre she writes." Romantic Times: "Vastly
entertaining...A wonderful combination of poignancy and humor." Library Journal
"(A) romance that snares the reader right from the start." Keywords: California,
novelist, nurse, disability, small town, contemporary romance, criminal, mystery
and suspense, betrayal, disguise, revenge, romantic, assistant, bad boy,
billionaire, boss, recluse, romantic mystery, quirky, humorous
We underestimate the importance of luck in our lives. We think too highly of the golfer
who wins the British Open and, if he loses the next tournament, we speculate that he
slacked off. Although the winner is surely an excellent golfer, good luck in how the ball
bounced and how it rolled afterwards outside of the golfer's control also played an
important role. An insufficient appreciation of chance can wreak all kinds of mischief not
only in sports, but also education, medicine, business, politics and elsewhere. Perfectly
natural, random variation can lead us to attach meaning to the meaningless.
Freakonomics showed how economic calculations can explain seemingly counterintuitive decision-making. Thinking, Fast and Slow, helped readers identify a host of
small cognitive errors that can lead to miscalculations and irrational thought. In What
the Luck? statistician and author, Gary Smith, sets himself a similar goal, and explains in clear, understandable, and witty prose - how a statistical understanding of luck can
change the way we see just about every aspect of our lives.
Holidays with Sundae: Conversations with My Cat invites you to experience the delight
of conversations with a cat. Pet owners understand that their furry companions have
the power of communication, but Sundae actually speaks with her "owner". Through the
conversations between Sundae and James, this cat becomes as real a character as
any person we know. As a thinker and critic of the human condition, Sundae's feline
perspective might surprise you. Sundae becomes a mirror in which we can examine
ourselves. James T. Baker brings us into the conversation with Sundae using holidays
as the springboard for their dialogue. Each holiday, thoroughly familiar to all of us, is
introduced in a completely different perspective as Sundae questions why humans
participate in such activities. Sundae leaves us to wonder why we did not already think
of each holiday in the fresh-eyed and reverent way a cat might view our festive and
reflective times. On April Fool's Day, for example, James plays a horrid prank on his
companion by telling Sundae there is no more cat food in the house. Sundae decides
she will positively die with hunger should she go a few hours without her food bowl full.
As James reveals his prank on the unsuspecting cat, Sundae quickly turns the tables
on her "owner" by pulling off an April Fool's joke of her own. Needless to say, cat
"owners" will instantly identify with Sundae's particular wit and wisdom as her and
James converse throughout the year. Pet owners have long known that our animals are
as much a part of our family as any human members. Holidays with Sundae:
Conversations with My Cat will remind you of that seemingly simple concept should you
have ever forgotten.
Provides an examination of all types of frozen desserts, includes recipes, discusses
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ingredients and restrictive diets, and offers serving suggestions
Jim Chernesky's first documented act in the sports world was making his own baseball
cap in kindergarten in 1955. His involvement would not end there. In fact, sports have
played an important role throughout his life. In Once a Fan, Chernesky narrates his
lifelong interest in sports along with the thrills, the disappointments, and the lessons
shared with fans and participants of all ages and skills. In this memoir, Chernesky
explores watching, participating in, and coaching sports. Once a Fan illustrates his
personal exposure to a simpler time of life and the excitement of watching favorite
sports heroes when they represented all that was good about life and growing up. It
documents his personal participation in sports from an early age through adulthood
recounting learning the game, developing skills, and participating with friends and
teammates. He discusses sharing the sporting opportunity with a new generation
through coaching and teaching. Once a Fan explores the memories and the lessons
learned of what sports was, what it is now, and what it could be again.
Reckless party-boy Mathew thinks his carefree life is over when he becomes sole
guardian to his spitfire baby sister Helen. Then he crosses the line with her hunky math
teacher - and all Hell breaks loose. "This man plus me. Add a bed. Minus everyone in
this room. Subtract all his clothes and mine. Divide those firm, lean legs of his. A ninetydegree angle of his naked body bent over that bed. He must be an excellent teacher.
He
Dane Cooper is gorgeous, thick-headed, and dangerously hot. He's an ex-cop with an
attitude - and my bad ex-boyfriend. Dane wasn't always such an insufferable jerk. Back
in the day, we were young, reckless, and madly in love. Then I went and broke his
heart. Now, after a string of shocking vandalisms puts my neighborhood in a tizzy, I'm
forced to go begging for his help in catching this mystery troublemaker. And you
thought you were having a bad day. Can I keep from being seduced by his devilish
charm? Have I learned from all the foolish mistakes I made before? Or am I doomed to
fall for my bad ex-boyfriend all over again? "My Bad Ex-Boyfriend" is a hot and hilarious
second-chance M/M romance from Daryl Banner, author of the Amazon top-selling
Bromosexual, Hard For My Boss, and Football Sundae.
Magazine of mass feeding, mass housing.

Tanner, the hunky college football star, is home for the summer. Billy, the
budding dessert chef, is about to have his hot-fudge-glazed world flipped upsidedown. Get ready for the "sweetest" romance you've ever tasted. Contains: hot
man-on-man action, a whole lotta southern small town sass, and ice cream. This
is a sweet and steamy male/male romance with humor, an HEA, and NO
cheating. It is set in Spruce, Texas - the same fictional small town as "Born Again
Sinner".
Jimmy Strong is one devastating son of a gun. He's gorgeous, stubborn, a
dancer, fiercely protective of his loved ones (to a fault), and intense. He can steal
your heart with his infectious laughter ... and break it with a single glance of his
stunning, rich brown eyes. I ought to know. He breaks mine every day. Being his
gay best friend and college roomie is, to say the least, frustrating. Especially
when you've seen just about every inch of that corn-fed beauty, he's worked his
way into every fantasy you can remember having, and he's as straight as they
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make them. We're heading back to Spruce for the summer. He just broke things
off with his latest lady-squeeze, which means I have Jimmy all to myself for three
long months of relaxation, bro-time, and kicking back. Until one night alone with
Jimmy - and a reckless, unthinkable move - that changes everything. *** This is a
southern male/male romance set in the same fictional small town as "Football
Sundae" and "Born Again Sinner". Though this book takes place immediately
after the events of "Born Again Sinner", it can be read entirely on its own.
DescriptionThis compelling and poignant memoir tells about the journey through
the disease of Anorexia, the recovery process, and all that comes with it-the hurt,
hope and humor. After almost dying from the disease, and being neglected by
the doctors, the author sought recovery and spent seven weeks at an inpatient
facility. In her powerful story, she digs into the depths of Anorexia and describes
how her simple diet and exercise program turned into a horrific eating disorderone that controlled her life and forced her to go to the gym every day for four
hours and reduce her diet to only fruit. After almost suffering from a heart attack
and amazed that she was still alive, she knew she had to save herself and get
treatment. Today, she is a survivor. By telling her story of the disease and
recovery process, she not only educates the reader about eating disorders, but
also shares with them a secret world unknown to many, and most importantly,
that there is hope and recovery is possible. About the AuthorNicole Roberge was
born in 1982 and lives in Connecticut. As a writer, she has been published in The
Los Angeles Times, Rolling Stone, ELLEgirl, The Hartford Courant, Diverse
Education, Her Sports, Gotham Baseball, Hear/Say, Songwriter Universe, SHE
Caribbean, and writes a weekly humor-dating column for Online Dating
Magazine. In addition, she was a book contributor to the Los Angeles dining
guide, "Hungry?" She also founded and serves as editor to the online music
magazine, "Tuned In Music." Roberge founded the non-profit "Beautiful Lives,"
for Eating Disorder Education and Prevention programs in Connecticut. She
speaks at schools, health fairs, and forums on eating disorders. She continues to
do other advocacy work in both Connecticut and Washington, D.C. Roberge
holds a B.A. in English and a Certificate in Communication from Saint Anselm
College in Manchester, New Hampshire, as well as a Certificate in Screenwriting
from UCLA.
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